
Set Up
Commander or 
Regiment Rating

Order 
Dice

Command 
Radius

Dice Roll 
(1642-43)

Dice Roll 
(1644-45)

Excellent 5 20” 12 11-12

Good 4 16” 10-11 7-10

Ordinary 3 12” 6-9 4-6

Poor 2 10” 2-5 2-5

Turn Sequence:
1)     Compulsory Moves

2)     Calculate the number of Orders and put the relevant dice into the cup

3)     Draw dice to issue Orders – Turn Over with “The Purple Die of Doooom”

4)     Roll for Events

5)     Start Next Turn

Rally (From Pursuit, Rout or Disorder) – Roll 1d10
From Pursuit: 
Ordinary or above 
Commander

Excellent Good Ordinary Poor Per Regiment Lost 
from Tertio

+2 -1 0 +1 +2 -1

On 4 or less pursues, on a 5-9 Regiment Halts in position Disordered, on a 10+ Halts in Good Order.

From Rout:
Ordinary or above 
Commander

Excellent or 
Good

Ordinary Poor Pursued Per Stand Lost

+2 +2 +1 -1 -2 -2

On 4 or less – Ooops not this time matey. On 5+, unit halts in place Disordered.

From Disorder:
Ordinary or above 
Commander

Excellent Good Ordinary Poor Per Stand Lost

+2 +3 +2 +1 -1 -1

On less than 0 the unit will rout.  On 0-2 it remains Disordered.  On 3-10 it reforms at the start of the next 
Turn.

The Kingdom is Ours 
Playsheet
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Firing

Range (Inches) Long (6 to hit) Medium (5-6 to hit) Short (3-6 to hit) Arc (Either side of front)

Large Guns 48” 32” 16” 0°

Medium Guns 36” 24” 12” 10°

Small Guns 24” 16” 8” 20°

Shot 18” 12” 6” 0°

Pistols 9” 6” 3” 90°

Darts 4” 2” 1” 0°

Bows 27” 18” 9” 0°

Each unit shooting rolls:

2d6 per Gun 
Crew Figure

2d6 per Shot 
Stand

2d6 per Horse Stand 1d6 per Clansmen Stand

In the order below, Change the Dice Rolled by:

(Advanced Option 5 only) Unit undignified: Unit counts as if it has been downgraded.

Disordered: half dice.

Artillery at short range (Hail Shot): double dice

Modifiers per 2 Stands/Artillery Piece if firer:

Excellent/Good +1d6

Poor -1d6

Moved, turned, or changed formation in this Turn -1d6

Artillery: short range (Hail Shot) Double Dice

Artillery: +1d6 each stand after the first passed through by Roundshot upto a 
maximum of 4

+1d6 (max 4)

Artillery: Firing at Cavalry +1d6

Artillery: Firing at troops in cover +1d6

Kill Rolls:
By the attacking player:

Foot 3-6

Cavalry and Artillery 4-6

Cuirassier 5-6

Modify the Die Roll by:

Hard Cover -2

Soft Cover -1

Bow or Dart -1
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Order Test
Carry out Order on d10 with a roll of equal to or greater than:

Excellent Good Ordinary Poor

2 3 4 5



Morale

A Morale Check should be taken immediately when:

Artillery Crew falls to half strength or less.

1 stand of casualties lost from Regiment or Mob.

Unit loses or draws melee.

Commander in chain of command killed.

Roll 1d10.  Modify the Die roll by:

Army Commander or Commander of the Unit’s Tertio is in Command Radius and is Excellent +2

Army Commander or Commander of the Unit’s Tertio is in Command Radius and is Good +1

Army Commander or Commander of the Unit’s Tertio is in Command Radius and is Poor -1

Unit is Excellent +2

Unit is Good +1

Unit is Poor -1

Won melee +2

Lost melee -1

Unit is disordered -1

Per stand lost in total -1

Artillery: per crew lost in total -1

Flank attacked -1

Rear attacked -2

Each unit in Tertio lost/routing or outside command radius -1

Result:

2 or 
less

unit routs: if in melee move directly away from enemy, if not directly towards own base edge 

3-4 fall back full move facing enemy then disordered (if in rout continue routing)

5-6 hold in position disordered

7 or 
more

continue in Good Order.

Difficult Terrain

When a Unit tries to enter such an obstacle roll a d6 for effect, counting +1 if Cavalry, -1 if Irregular Infantry:

1-2 no delay

3-4 the unit slows to half speed, and loses any charge bonus

5 the unit slows to half speed, becomes disordered, and loses any charge bonus

6+ the unit cannot enter this Turn.
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Melee

Each unit in melee rolls:

4d6 per Cavalry Stand 2d6 per Pike Stand 1d6 per Shot 
Stand

1d6 per 3 Gun Crew Figures 
(rounding up)

In the order below, Change the Dice Rolled by:

(Advanced Option 5 only) Unit undignified: Unit counts as if it has been downgraded.

Disordered: half Dice.

Charging, unless crossing cover or Cavalry charging against foot in Charge for Horse in good order: double 
Dice.

Counter Charging Cavalry, unless crossing cover: double Dice.

Cavalry fighting disordered Foot, or in the second Round of a Melee when pushing back Foot: double 
Dice.

Modifiers per Stand if:

Pike fighting in the front rank against Foot, supported by Pike in Good Order directly behind 
them

+2d6

Attacking in rear +2d6

Attacking in flank +1d6

Upslope of opponents +1d6

Fighting enemy while pursuing +1d6

Infantry with Sword as their main arm charging +1d6

Infantry with Sword as their main arm fighting Infantry Unit without Pike or Bill +1d6

Foot attacking a Regiment in “Charge for Horse” (note: “Charge for Horse” has no Flank or Rear) +1d6

Mounted Dragoon -1d6

Excellent or Good +1d6 

Poor -1d6

Melee Result: hit on 5-6, Kill Rolls as above.  Units with most casualties lose, Units with equal 
casualties draw.
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Move

Troop Type Normal 
Move

Pursuit/Evade Move Charge/Rout Move

Foot 2d6” 2d6” 3d6”

Cuirassiers 3d6” 3d6” 4d6”

Commanders and Cavalry 4d6” 4d6” 5d6”

Small Guns 2d6” 2d6” (leaving guns behind) 3d6” (leaving guns behind)

Medium Guns 1d6” 2d6” (leaving guns behind) 3d6” (leaving guns behind)

Large Guns ½d6” 2d6” (leaving guns behind) 3d6” (leaving guns behind)



Charge Sequence
1.      Charge Declaration

2.      Defender declares its reaction intent

3.      An Order Test is taken by the declaring unit using the following modifiers:

Charging 
rear +2

Charging 
flank +1

Commander 
in half 
Radius +1

Attacker 
disordered 
-1

Defender 
disordered +1

Foot Charging 
Foot in Good 
Order -2

No 
Ammunition 
+1

A natural “1” always fails.

4.     Attackers determine charge distance

5.     Attacking Foot moves half charge distance or fires without moving.

       Attacking Cavalry moves half charge distance, then Horse may fire Pistols into Defender. It will then 
choose:

·       to retire its remaining charge distance, finishing with its rear to the Defender;

·       to swirl Round Defending Foot, having advanced the remaining charge distance; or

·       to charge in to melee.

6.     If this first half of the move of the attacking unit places the unit in Stand-to-Stand contact - resolve 
Melee

Otherwise, if the Attacker Charges in, the Defender must take an Order Test to react – modify the Die Roll 
by:

Charged in rear -2 Charged in Flank -1 Commander within radius +1

7.     All Shooting Hits and Kills are taken now. If Morale Checks are caused they are taken now.  If this causes 
the Attacker to halt, the Attacker retires half the Charge distance taken (ie ¼ the distance rolled) and ends 
Disordered.  If no Morale Checks are caused, or the Checks are passed, move in to Melee.

Failure to contact: If the Attacker fails to contact the Defender, the Attacker becomes Disordered in the 
position reached.  Units charging a building or other obstacle automatically enter if their opponents rout or 
evade.
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Commander Hit Chart – Roll 2d6, effect as follows:

2-5 ‘E’s not pinin’, e’s passed on!  This Commander is no more!  
He has ceased to be!  E’s expired and gone to meet his maker!  
E’s a stiff! Etc……

Roll for new Commander after d3 
Turns.

6-9 Mortal Wound!  All right, we’ll call it a draw.  Oh, oh, I see – 
running away then!  Come back here and take what’s coming 
to you!  I’ll bite your legs off!

Fights on for d3 Turns, then roll 
immediately for new Commander.

10-
11

It’s only a flesh wound!  Commander calls for the barber 
surgeon.

Out of action for d3 Turns.

12 ‘Tis but a scratch!  Commander fights on, earning the 
admiration of his troops.

Random Regiment under his 
command is inspired and is 
upgraded.



Events Test – Roll 1d10 for each unit and Commander, on a result of 9 or 10, roll 2d10 on the 
following Chart:

2 Oh Dear – Regiment decides it’s time to go home – unit routs.

3 Disaster strikes – lose one stand of troops from the Regiment (and take a Morale Check).

4 Poor powder – lose d6 shots (if unit has not already fired then roll for ammo now as normal less 1d6).

5 Tertio or Army Commander hit, Roll a d6: 1-4 Tertio Commander; 5-6 Army Commander (unless it 
was a Commander testing, then it would be that Commander!) - see chart below.

6 Sir Gilbert is drunk again! Remove 3 Order Dice for D3 Turns.  Note: cumulative in both Dice, up to 
a maximum of the Commander’s Order Dice, and Turns.

7 Heavy smoke covers front of Regiment for D3 Turns.  Half fire Dice, move/charge at half speed, 
count Soft Cover.  This smoke will follow the Regiment around for the duration.

8 Downgrade –  if already Poor, take an immediate Morale Check.

9 The orders don’t make sense.  Regiment is now disordered.

10 Regiment is dismayed and must retire a normal move away from enemy now.  They remain in Good 
Order facing the enemy.

11 Regiment gets all excited and must advance a normal move towards the enemy now.

12 Powder replenishment – gain additional d6 powder for one regiment.

13 Upgrade – if already Excellent then they may make a free move now.

14 Exceptional Ammunition – for this units next shot in the next turn only (if it is able) double dice 
before modifiers

15 Regimental sergeants get shouting – all disordered Regiments in Tertio are now in Good Order; 
Routers rally but remain Disordered.

16 Rally back 1 stand to a Regiment in your Tertio.

17 Rally back 1 stand to a Regiment in your Army

18 General Advance – all Regiments in the Tertio advance forwards ½ move now.

19 Any lost Regiment (or lost artillery piece) is brought on as reinforcements at the board edge centre 
of player’s deployment zone.

20 Reinforcements!  Bring on a new unit of your choice (not rare) at the board edge centre of player’s 
deployment zone.
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